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1. INTRODUCTION	

	
The	National	Institute	of	Standards	and	Technology	(“NIST”)	seeks	
information	to	help	it	carry	out	its	responsibilities	under	President	Biden’s	
Executive	order	on	Safe,	Secure,	and	Trustworthy	Development	and	Use	of	
Artificial	Intelligence,	issued	on	October	30,	2023.		

	
Finale	Doshi-Velez	and	Elena	Glassman	(collectively,	“Commenters”)	
submit	this	comment	in	their	individual	capacities.	For	identification	
purposes	only,	Professor	Doshi-Velez	is	Herschel	Smith	Professor	of	
Computer	Science	at	Harvard	Paulson	School	of	Engineering	and	Applied	
Sciences.	Professor	Doshi-Velez	heads	the	Data	to	Actionable	Knowledge	
(“DtAK”)	group	at	Harvard	Computer	Science.	Her	group	develops	novel	
methods	for	artificial	intelligence	(“AI”)	decision-making,	including	making	
models	interpretable	to	experts	and	designing	effective	human+AI	
interaction.	Their	work	spans	specific	health-related	applications	as	well	as	
broader	socio-technical	questions	around	human-AI	interaction,	AI	
accountability,	and	responsible	and	effective	AI	regulation.	Professor	Doshi-
Velez	has	published	multiple	articles	on	AI	validation.		
	
For	identification	purposes	only,	Elena	Glassman	is	an	Assistant	Professor	
of	Computer	Science	at	the	Harvard	Paulson	School	of	Engineering	and	
Applied	Sciences	specializing	in	human-computer	interaction	(“HCI”).	She	
is	also	a	Sloan	2023	Sloan	Research	Fellow.	Professor	Glassman	designs,	
builds,	and	evaluates	systems	for	comprehending	and	interacting	with	
population-level	structure	and	trends	in	large	code	and	data	corpora.	
Professor	Glassman	earned	a	PhD	and	MEng	in	Electrical	Engineering	&	
Computer	Science	and	a	BS	in	Electrical	Science	&	Engineering	from	MIT.	
Before	joining	Harvard,	she	was	a	Postdoctoral	Scholar	in	Electrical	
Engineering	&	Computer	Science	at	the	University	of	California,	Berkeley,	
where	she	received	the	Berkeley	Institute	for	Data	Science	Moore/Sloan	
Data	Science	Fellowship.	
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As	set	forth	herein,	Commenters	respond	to	the	Request	for	Information	
with	two	recommendations	to	improve	AI	application	and	validation	in	the	
context	of	large	language	models	(“LLMs”).		

	
Commenters’	first	recommendation	is	for	the	creation	of	an	open	
benchmarking	platform	that	would	empower	marginalized	communities	to	
define	the	criteria	for	measuring	how	well	LLMs	represent	their	language	
and	culture.	

	
Commenters’	second	recommendation	is	to	acknowledge	that,	in	the	
context	of	LLMs,	the	very	large	number	of	possible	inputs	and	outputs	
means	that	some	amount	validation	must	be	done	at	task	time	(i.e.,	at	the	
moment	a	user	engages	with	AI	to	perform	a	task),	rather	than—or	in	
addition	to—in	advance	of	deployment.	It	is	simply	not	possible	to	
thoroughly	check	the	space	of	inputs	and	outputs	in	advance.	This	creates	a	
need	for	requirements	around	how	LLM	deployment	should	facilitate	
validation	at	task	time,	as	well	as	investigating	what	kinds	of	facilitation	are	
best.	For	this	second	recommendation,	Commenters	provide	a	copy	of	a	
working	paper.1		
	
2. Recommendation	1:	NIST	can	create	initiatives	that	bring	

marginalized	communities	into	the	center	of	the	process	of	AI	
validation.	
	
2.1. Current	practices	skew	towards	the	Western	world	and	

English	language.	
	

It	has	been	observed	that	many	current	popular	LLMs	perform	best	in	
English	and	tend	to	express	liberal,	western	world	views	and	English-
language	constructs.	These	LLMs	tend	to	have	higher	error	rates	(e.g.	in	
grammar)	in	languages	other	than	English.	Additionally,	when	tasked	with	
providing	non-English	outputs,	these	LLMs	tend	to	sound	non-native	in	
their	constructions,	as	if	it	is	translating	to	the	output	language	from	
English.2		

	

1	Finale	Doshi-Velez	and	Elena	L.	Glassman,	"Contextual	Evaluation	of	AI:	A	New	Gold	
Standard,”	available	at	
https://glassmanlab.seas.harvard.edu/papers/alt_CHI_Benchmarks_are_not_enough_8p.p
df	(attached	as	Exhibit	A).	

2	See,	e.g.,	Esin	Durmus,	Karina	Nyugen,	Thomas	I.	Liao,	Nicholas	Schiefer,	Amanda	Askell,	
Anton	Bakhtin,	Carol	Chen,	Zac	Hatfield-Dodds,	Danny	Hernandez,	Nicholas	Joseph,	Liane	
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Benchmarks	are	a	collection	of	pre-determined	tasks—e.g.	next	word	
prediction,	question-answering—to	measure	the	quality	of	an	LLM.		Good	
benchmarks	can	at	least	expose	issues	in	LLMs.	Unfortunately,	the	quality	
of	benchmarks	for	non-English,	low-resource	outputs	is	often	poor—for	
example,	perhaps	taken	from	a	very	limited	set	of	Wikipedia	articles	in	that	
non-English	language	or	other	text	scraped	from	the	web	without	quality	
controls.	Ethical	concerns	are	further	increased	when	those	languages	
represent	marginalized	groups	such	as	colonized	peoples.		A	poor	quality	
benchmark	made	by	others,	which	may	not	represent	the	culture	of	those	
peoples,	further	impinges	on	their	sovereignty.3		
	

	

Lovitt,	Sam	McCandlish,	Orowa	Sikder,	Alex	Tamkin,	Janel	Thamkul,	Jared	Kaplan,	Jack	
Clark,	Deep	Ganguli,	"Towards	Measuring	the	Representation	of	Subjective	Global	
Opinions	in	Language	Models,"	arXiv:2306.16388	(June	28,	2023),	available	at	
https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.16388.		

3	See	Alexis	Conneau,	Min	Ma,	Simran	Khanuja,	Yu	Zhang,	Vera	Axelrod,	Siddharth	
Dalmia,	Jason	Riesa,	Clara	Rivera,	Ankur	Bapna,	"FLEURS:	Few-shot	Learning	Evaluation	of	
Universal	Representations	of	Speech,"	arXiv:2205.12446	(May	25,	2022),	available	at	
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.12446;	Meta	AI,	"Introducing	speech-to-text,	text-to-speech,	and	
more	for	1,100+	languages,"	Meta	Blog	(May	22,	2023),	available	at	
https://ai.meta.com/blog/multilingual-model-speech-recognition/;	Naman	Goyal,	Cynthia	
Gao,	Vishrav	Chaudhary,	Peng-Jen	Chen,	Guillaume	Wenzeky,	Da	Ju,	Sanjana	Krishnan,	
Marc’Aurelio	Ranzato,	Francisco	Guzmán,	Angela	Fan,	"The	FLORES-101	Evaluation	
Benchmark	for	Low-Resource	and	Multilingual	Machine	Translation,"	Meta	Research	(June	
1,	2021),	available	at	https://ai.meta.com/research/publications/the-flores-101-evaluation-
benchmark-for-low-resource-and-multilingual-machine-translation/;	Julia	Kreutzer,	Isaac	
Caswell,	Lisa	Wang,	Ahsan	Wahab,	Daan	van	Esch,	Nasanbayar	Ulzii-Orshikh,	Allahsera	
Tapo,	Nishant	Subramani,	Artem	Sokolov,	Claytone	Sikasote,	Monang	Setyawan,	
Supheakmungkol	Sarin,	Sokhar	Samb,	Benoît	Sagot,	Clara	Rivera,	Annette	Rios,	Isabel	
Papadimitriou,	Salomey	Osei,	Pedro	Ortiz	Suarez,	Iroro	Orife,	Kelechi	Ogueji,	Andre	
Niyongabo	Rubungo,	Toan	Q.	Nguyen,	Mathias	Müller,	André	Müller,	Shamsuddeen	
Hassan	Muhammad,	Nanda	Muhammad,	Ayanda	Mnyakeni,	Jamshidbek	Mirzakhalov,	
Tapiwanashe	Matangira,	Colin	Leong,	Nze	Lawson,	Sneha	Kudugunta,	Yacine	Jernite,	
Mathias	Jenny,	Orhan	Firat,	Bonaventure	F.	P.	Dossou,	Sakhile	Dlamini,	Nisansa	de	Silva,	
Sakine	Çabuk	Ballı,	Stella	Biderman,	Alessia	Battisti,	Ahmed	Baruwa,	Ankur	Bapna,	Pallavi	
Baljekar,	Israel	Abebe	Azime,	Ayodele	Awokoya,	Duygu	Ataman,	Orevaoghene	Ahia,	
Oghenefego	Ahia,	Sweta	Agrawal,	Mofetoluwa	Adeyemi,	"Quality	at	a	Glance:	An	Audit	of	
Web-Crawled	Multilingual	Datasets,"	arXiv:2103.12028Search...	(March	22,	2021),	available	
at	https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.12028.			
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2.2. To	reduce	harms	to	marginalized	populations,	those	
populations	should	be	empowered	to	create	their	own	
benchmarks.	
	

Marginalized	communities	should	be	empowered	to	create	their	own	
benchmarks	for	LLMs	and	other	foundation	models.	Those	benchmarks	
should	then	become	the	standard	for	whether	an	LLM	is	proficient	in	that	
community’s	language.		
	
Benchmarks	are	crucial	in	connection	with	the	vetting	of	two	elements	of	
LLMs.	First,	benchmarks	can	check	text	at	the	level	of	grammar	and	
standard	constructions—e.g.,	known	native	constructions	must	have	higher	
probability	than	known	non-native	constructions.	Second,	benchmarks	
should	be	used	to	check	the	cultural	competence	of	LLMs	within	a	language	
spoken	by	many	different	communities.	For	example,	an	LLM	should	pass	
certain	kinds	of	questions	or	tests	that	check	whether	outputs	are	
consistent	with	(or,	at	least,	not	in	direct	contradiction	with)	the	
marginalized	community's	norms.	
	
NIST	can	play	a	significant	role	in	empowering	marginalized	communities.	
Commenters	suggest	that	NIST	investigate	providing	support	through	the	
creation	of	an	open	benchmarking	platform	and	by	providing	resources	to	
train	members	of	marginalized	communities	in	how	to	create	benchmarks.	
The	open	benchmarking	platform	should	be	free	and	easily	usable	and	
should	include	a	publicly-accessible	scoreboard	for	different	LLMs.	
	
This	effort	will	not	be	without	challenges.	In	particular,	no	community	is	a	
monolith,	and	many	smaller,	marginalized	communities	do	not	have	formal	
bodies	that	define	the	standards	for	their	languages.	Allowing	members	of	a	
community	with	differing	views	to	create	appropriately	tagged	and	used	
benchmarks	is	essential.	NIST	should	work	with	members	of	marginalized	
communities	to	identify	the	best	ways	to	facilitate	these	collaboration	
efforts.		
	
The	creation	of	a	well-executed	open	benchmarking	platform,	along	with	
training	and	methods	for	the	establishment	of	benchmarks	will	provide	
multiple	benefits.	First,	it	will	help	provide	insight	on	whether	LLMs	can	
perform	well	across	different	languages	and	cultures.	Second,	a	well-
executed	open	benchmarking	platform	will	empower	members	of	
marginalized	communities	to	preserve	their	language	and	culture.		
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Commenters	emphasize	that	this	recommendation	should	be	implemented	
with	the	inclusion	of	members	of	the	very	marginalized	groups	that	the	
initiative	seeks	to	bring	into	the	AI	regulation	fold.	At	each	step,	NIST	
should	seek	to	include	a	wide	range	of	contributors,	with	special	attention	
to	inviting	in	members	of	marginalized	communities.	
	
3. Recommendation	2:	NIST	can	define	requirements	for	the	task-

time	vetting	of	AI	systems.	
	

It	has	long	been	standard	to	validate	AI	systems	using	test	data	and	
benchmarks	prior	to	deployment.	It	has	also	been	well	known,	since	
validation	began,	that	AI	benchmarks	aren’t	perfect.	Concerns	of	AI	
systems’	overfitting	to	benchmarks	have	existed	since	the	very	benchmarks	
were	established.4	
	
These	concerns	are	even	more	acute	in	the	context	of	modern	LLMs.	As	
detailed	in	the	attached	article,	we	are	now	in	situations	where	the	values,	
perspectives,	contexts,	goals,	and	preferences	of	the	specific	user	may	define	
a	significant	portion	of	what	that	user	considers	correct.	This	is	a	challenge	
that	requires	a	shift	in	how	we	approach	validation.	Testing	against	
benchmarks	pre-deployment	is	still	useful	for	flagging	problems	and	
avoiding	releasing	inherently	flawed	systems.	We	also	need	methods	for	
enabling	users	to	check	outputs	for	their	specific	prompts,	for	their	specific	
tasks—that	is,	vetting	the	specific	output	at	task	time,	rather	than	vetting	
the	entire	system	in	advance.	
	
The	idea	of	task	time	vetting	is	not	new.	As	Commenters	explain	in	their	
article,	we	currently	inspect	suspicious	emails,	text	messages,	and	phone	
calls	in	this	way.	When	an	incoming	message	is	flagged	as	“potential	spam”	
it	calls	on	the	user	to	determine	the	validity	of	that	message	and	to	engage	
in	a	task-time	decision.	Similar	types	of	tools	are	needed	to	help	users	
engage	with	the	outputs	of	LLMs.	
	

	

4	See	Benjamin	Recht,	Rebecca	Roelofs,	Ludwig	Schmidt,	Vaishaal	Shankar,	"Do	CIFAR-10	
Classifiers	Generalize	to	CIFAR-10?,"	arXiv:1806.00451	(June	1,	2018),	available	at	
https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.00451;	Megan	Richards,	Polina	Kirichenko,	Diane	Bouchacourt,	
Mark	Ibrahim,	"Does	Progress	On	Object	Recognition	Benchmarks	Improve	Real-World	
Generalization?,"	arXiv:2307.13136	(July	24,	2023),	available	at	
https://arxiv.org/abs/2307.13136.		
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This	type	of	validation	can	and	should	be	carried	over	into	new	settings.	
NIST	can	lead	this	charge	by	developing	methods	and	standards	for	task	
time	validation	across	various	common	LLM	uses.	For	example,	in	question-
answering	contexts,	the	LLM	may	be	required	to	provide	citations	(e.g.,	
links	to	webpages)	to	enable	the	user	to	check	the	answer.	In	
summarization	contexts	(e.g.,	creating	meeting	minutes	or	synthesizing	
documents),	the	interface	in	which	the	LLM	is	deployed	may	be	required	to	
provide	ways	for	the	user	to	quickly	check	what	information	was	left	out	of	
the	summary	to	determine	any	errors	or	biases.	In	ideation	contexts	(e.g.,	
“give	me	ideas	for	baby	names”),	the	LLM	may	be	required,	again,	to	
provide	sources	and	expose	the	missing—potentially	valid	ideas	that	were	
not	suggested.		
	
The	first	step	would	be	to	identify	these	common	use	cases;	the	next	to	
determine	what	information	would	help	vet	the	outputs	to	those	use	cases	
at	task	time.	Methods	for	providing	that	information	and	generating	
appropriate	engagement	with	that	information	then	must	be	developed:	
especially	if	the	validation	needs	to	be	done	at	task	time,	each	time	the	
system	is	used,	the	validation	must	be	easy	enough	most	of	the	time	such	
that	the	user	actually	engages	with	it	and	uses	it.	Finally,	these	
understandings	should	be	synthesized	into	requirements	or	best	practices	
for	the	responsible	deployment	of	LLMs	in	these	various	contexts.	
	
4. CONCLUSION	
	
The	recommendations	set	forth	herein	would	improve	AI	validation	in	the	
context	of	LLMs	and	would,	in	particular,	reduce	harms	on	marginalized	
populations.	Commenters	are	available	for	further	engagement	on	the	
topics	addressed	herein.5	
	
Respectfully	submitted,	
	
Finale	Doshi-Velez	 	 	 	 Elena	L.	Glassman	
finale@seas.harvard.edu		 	 	 glassman@seas.harvard.edu		
Dated:	February	2,	2024	 	 	 Dated:	February	2,	2024	

	

5	Commenters	thank	Krzysztof	Gajos	and	Keoni	Mahelona	for	their	valuable	contributions	
to	the	work	that	serves	as	the	basis	for	this	comment.	This	comment	was	prepared	in	
collaboration	with	the	Harvard	Law	School	Cyberlaw	Clinic;	Commenters	thank	Harvard	
Law	School	student	Carli	Sley	(JD	expected	2024)	and	HLS	Clinical	Professor	of	Law	
Christopher	Bavitz	for	their	work	on	this	comment.	
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Contextual Evaluation of AI: a New Gold Standard

FINALE DOSHI-VELEZ∗ and ELENA L. GLASSMAN∗, John A. Paulson School of Engineering & Applied

Sciences, Harvard University, USA

Foundation models, such as large language models, all share two qualities that make them particularly di�cult to evaluate: (1) a large
surface of their inputs and outputs and (2) their applicability in settings where personal context, goals, preferences, values, and risk
tolerances ‘at task time’ dominant a person’s experience of the model’s usability and utility. As AI and HCI researchers respectively,
we believe that this calls for a fundamental shift in both communities about how we evaluate such systems. Speci�cally, we believe, in
personal-context-dominating settings, for this type of model, the gold standard evaluation method should be task-time evaluation by
users, made as safe as possible, not benchmarks (as is common in AI) nor user studies in which participants are asked to perform
assigned tasks. Like the method of contextual inquiry reveals unanticipated needs, we refer to this evaluation strategy as contextual
evaluation.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing ! Field studies; User studies.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: AI system design, contextual evaluation

ACM Reference Format:
Finale Doshi-Velez and Elena L. Glassman. 2018. Contextual Evaluation of AI: a New Gold Standard. InWoodstock ’18: ACM Symposium
on Neural Gaze Detection, June 03–05, 2018, Woodstock, NY . ACM, New York, NY, USA, 9 pages. https://doi.org/XXXXXXX.XXXXXXX

1 INTRODUCTION

For decades, the standard way to validate AI systems has been to test the system on some held-out test data. These data
could be a portion of the training data, or, to facilitate comparison across di�erent AI systems, a public benchmark.1

The logic is the following: if an AI system performs well on the benchmark, then it will likely perform well in real
settings. Indeed, rigorous statistical theories—such as those on empirical risk minimization—speak to the expected
generalization error that an AI system may accrue given its benchmark performance.

However, LLMs and other foundation models have ushered a new era for vetting machine learning models; we
believe that one of two key reasons for this is because of the large surface of their inputs and outputs. A task like
classifying images may seem large, because of all the images that are possible. However, there are still sensible ways to
describe what are the types of images likely to be encountered in a particular setting, setting up ways to �ag images
that do not match that setting, and using interpretability techniques, e.g., [12], to determine if appropriate features are
being used—all in advance of deployment.

Of course, we have always known that benchmarks were imperfect: Since there have been AI benchmarks, there
have been concerns about AI systems over�tting to them. Speci�cally, we recognize that if the scenario in which the
AI system is deployed di�ers from the benchmark, the results may not generalize. However, in many settings, one

∗Both authors contributed equally to this research.
1Early speech recognition researchers used benchmarks that took the form of tapes that they received in the mail.
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made or distributed for pro�t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the �rst page. Copyrights for components
of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on
servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci�c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.
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could still rely on test data from that new scenario. For example, if deploying a digit recognition system in a new
country, one could test its performance on some digit data in that country. We could also inspect the model using
modern interpretability techniques—or require an inherently interpretable model—to determine whether the features
that the model was using were sensible. These evaluations prior to deployment can tell us whether the system is likely
to perform well if put into use.

Moreover, as AI systems have advanced, so have the benchmarks. For example, when VizWiz [1] was published in
2010, crowds of humans were able to answer questions about the contents of pictures in near real-time, which was
far outside the capability of computer vision (CV) algorithms at the time. The benchmark of questions, images, and
answers was of no use to CV researchers at the time because it was too hard. Now, the algorithms are sophisticated
enough that the VizWiz benchmark dataset is an invaluable asset. There are now benchmarks in many �elds of AI that
contain much broader collections of data than early benchmarks.

In contrast, we do not believe it is possible to describe all the types of documents an LLM may be asked to summarize,
or all the kinds of ideas it may be asked to generate, in a way that meaningfully would connect to generalization. Even if
it were possible to unambiguously, objectively label the quality of an input-output pair, the large surface of input-output
pairs for even relatively speci�c tasks, such as summarization, means we cannot su�ciently cover the space of likely
inputs. These models are also too big to interpret for global qualities (e.g., overall relying on the right features). Thus,
our toolkit of approaches to vet machine learning models prior to deployment, including those that involve human
inspection of models and data, fall short in these regimes.

And of course, all of the above was in the case of being able to perfectly assess the quality of an input-output pair. We
believe the second of two key reasons we are entering a new era for vetting machine learning models is the expansion
of tasks that these foundation models can support. We are now in situations where the values, perspectives, contexts,
goals, and preferences of the speci�c user may de�ne a signi�cant portion of what that user considers correct. Just
because one user believes that an input-output pair is of high quality, that does not mean another user will agree.
The fact that correctness of an AI system output may be dominated by user and task speci�c considerations further
questions how one might construct a procedure to meaningfully validate such an AI system in advance.

These challenges require a fundamental shift in how we approach validation in LLMs and other foundation models.
While prior testing of these models will continue to be an element—for example, one might test to see if an LLM
produces reasonable summaries of medical notes on a few patients—these tests in advance of deployment can only
be used to �ag problems. That is, if a model does poorly on those initial tests, then we should doubt whether it will
perform well if deployed; however, if it performs well on those initial tests, we cannot be con�dent in its performance
once deployed.

How then do we use these AI systems with con�dence? We argue that we need ways to vet these systems at task-time,
where users are working in their on contexts on the tasks they personally care about or need to complete. A small
group of engineers and domain experts can no longer vet the system for most errors in advance. Instead, work�ows
and interfaces for contextual evaluation must be designed and built that empower users to e�ciently and accurately
determine whether the output created in response to their speci�c input is in accordance with their needs and values.
That is, signi�cant validation labor will need to be done by the user for each of their tasks—not for the system designer
but for themselves.2 At the same time, signi�cant labor will need to be done on the part of the system and evaluation
designers to ensure that the system (1) has minimal negative impact on users when it makes choices that do not match

2Perhaps but not necessarily captured for the training of a personalized version of the system.
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their partially observable contexts, perferences, and goals and (2) supports users’ accurate mental modeling of its
performance for their context.

As AI and HCI researchers, respectively, we believe that designing systems, work�ows, interfaces, principles, and
evaluation techniques that safely support the labor of contextual evaluation will require developing methods and best
practices that are new to both the HCI and AI. And recognition of the necessity of task-time evaluation within the AI
community may create the meaningfully robust bridge between the AI and HCI communities that has struggled to be
built in the past.

2 HCI HAS SUPPORTED OTHER TASK-TIME VALIDATION

The idea that a system cannot be perfectly vetted in advance, and thus requires ways to facilitate human inspection
at task-time is not new to large AI systems. For example, consider the ways in which we handle the identi�cation of
suspicious emails, text messages, or phone calls. While some messages may automatically go to a spam folder, others are
tagged as potentially spam. The tag encourages the user to pay more attention to the validity of that speci�c message
or call—a form of task-time facilitation—but leaves the �nal decision of how to treat the message up to the user. The
approach of tagging suspicious messages acknowledges the fact that spam-detection systems cannot be fully-vetted in
advance; some determinations of spam or not need to happen in the moment.

Similarly, current spelling and grammar checking systems do not change potentially incorrect text for you; they
highlight regions of potential error and posit suggestions. Again, this form of feedback acknowledges that these spelling
and grammar correction systems will never fully understand the full context and intent of the user such that one
could certify that all proposed changes will be correct. Thus, the user must check the system recommendation again at
task-time.

Another form of spelling correction, handled very di�erently but still in the spirit of task-time validation, is in the
context of internet search. Here, when searching for a misspelled query, the results will instead be shown for a corrected
version of the query. However, a �ag will indicate explicitly the corrected version used to make the query, and the user
will also be provided the option of searching for the original, supposedly misspelled query text. In this case, the system
is making a decision on behalf of the user—the spelling correction—but is still allowing the user to correct the system at
task-time.

In all of these cases, there is an acknowledgement that the task is such that the AI system cannot be certi�ed to be
of su�ciently high quality prior to use that its outputs can be trusted to be the right ones. In some cases, the system
does not take action but provides information to suggest a possible alternative (e.g. this message may be spam). In
other cases, the system takes an action (e.g. correcting the spelling in a search query), but ensures that the action is
su�ciently transparent that the user can decide to discard it.

3 THE SETTING: VALIDATION OF LLM SUMMARIZATION AND IDEATION: WHAT IS MISSING?

We now move into the case of validation for the outputs of large surface models such as modern LLMs, emphasizing the
need to develop methods for task-time validation. In the remainder of this document, we will focus on two use-cases for
LLMs: summarization and ideation. We choose these two use-cases because they are common applications for LLMs and
present interesting opportunities for task-time validation. (Other common use cases, such as querying for information,
have more established forms of validation e.g. providing reference links.) That said, we expect the ideas here to be
relevant to other use cases as well.
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3.1 Summarization.

A very common application of LLMs is summarization. In this setting, the goal of the LLM is to distill key points from
a larger text or texts. The process of summarization is inherently a lossy one: the entire point of the exercise is to
highlight the most salient points and remove what is redundant and irrelevant. However, notions of relevant or salient
involve some form of judgement. Certain information may be useful for a certain downsteam task but not another;
certain information may elevate certain perspectives while other information may elevate others.

Examples of uses of LLMs in this summarization context include:

• Judges reviewing court documents, in which local, regional, and/or country-level laws may intersect in particular
ways for the given type of case and the judge may also have personal values and preferences over what details
are particularly relevant or irrelevant, e.g., CaseText’s C�C������.

• Professors interested in major themes in course feedback, or, even during a course, interested in real-time
summarization of student inputs as they enter thoughts or responses, e.g.,M������� [6].

• All kinds of administrators automating the process of distilling key points into meeting minutes based on the
meeting or a transcript of the meeting, e.g.,M���S����� [3].

• Social scientists with large amounts of qualitative data (e.g. narratives) from which they want to identify themes,
e.g., P�TAT [4] and C��� [11].

• Government o�cials needing to process large numbers of public comments or other feedback into the main
types of suggestions, e.g., C��������P���� [8].

• Clinicians wanting summaries of their patient distilled from all the patient’s prior lab results and clinical notes,
e.g., M��K����� [10].

While using machine learning for summarization has been an area of natural language processing for some time, the
main di�erence between those works and LLM-based summarization is that prior work tended to focus on much more
speci�c settings. For example, the goal might be to identify the key points from a news articles. There existed many
examples of summarization—that is, human-generated bullet points or taglines associated with each news article—
providing a large training set. One could apply standard test-train splits to test how well a summarization tool trained
on some portion of that data performs on new articles, as measured by match to the human-generated summaries; if
the system did well by that metric, one could imagine it would likely do well on other, similarly written news articles.
While imperfect—there are many works on summarization metrics—one could do sign�cant validation in advance.

However, the ease with which LLMs summarize many di�erent kinds of documents—as seen by the use-cases
above—means that LLMs are being applied to many more settings than in previous summarization work. In the setting
of interest, we may not have large amounts of gold standard, human-generated summaries. Indeed, as the number of
settings in which LLM-based summarization may get applied increases, it is highly unlikely that we will be able to keep
up in terms of being able to validate the quality of that summarization in advance. Thus, we need that paradigm shift:
while we should always check as much as we can about a system in advance, we must be prepare for reality where
users of LLM-based summarization will need to validate the summaries at task-time, for their speci�c set of inputs.

3.2 Ideation.

The second use-case we consider is ideation. Here, the LLM is used to produce some ideas for the user to select from.
As with summarization, the process of ideation inherently involves some kind of judgement: an idea might be a good
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one for one set of goals, but not another. We focus on situations in which the LLM is used to generate a collection of
ideas from which the user would select one of interest—or get inspired for something that is even better for their goals.

Examples of LLM uses for ideation include:

• Getting ideas for a birthday party celebration
• Getting ideas to propose for a participatory budget period in which citizens suggest how dollars should be spent
• Getting ideas for ways to make a company or organization more inclusive

While there is work on AI-assisted creativity, e.g., SOLVENT [2], there is complementary work in the machine
learning community related to producing diverse alternatives for human inspection. For example, rather than output a
single treatment option, a machine learning system may output many treatment alternatives and list their advantages
and disadvantages. Rather than providing just one route, planners for driving directions will output multiple routes for
the driver to choose from.

Again, the main di�erence between previous forms of AI-assisted ideation and now is the number of possible settings.
One can imagine validating a system that produces treatment alternatives or driving routes in advance. But LLMs are
being asked to generate ideas for a very large number of settings, we cannot expect that the LLM will be validated to
produce reasonable ideas in all of them. Instead, again, we must provide methods for the user to perform validation of
those ideas at test time.

4 RECOGNIZINGWHAT’S MISSING

While theymay seem quite di�erent, both summarization and ideation tasks have several similarities from the perspective
of validation. Unlike a question-answering application, in both these cases, the user has some larger partially observable
context that shapes the concrete task. For example, one user may want to use a summary of a patient’s history in order
to identify any chronic conditions, while another user may be wanting to use a summary of that same patient’s history
to identify any concerns for adverse e�ects to new treatments. The type of public works ideas that someone �nds
interesting and valuable may di�er depending on whether that person is a cyclist, a parent of school-age children, or a
long-distance commuter.

Also, in both cases, the system’s output is lossy; indeed, that is the whole point. The goal of AI-assisted summarization
is to distill key themes or information from a larger set. The goal of AI-assisted ideation is to create a manageable list
of reasonable ideas, not somehow cover the space of all possible ideas. Together, the facts that not all information is
being provided, and that the goal of the user is not fully speci�ed—they may not fully understand their own goal fully
yet, and their understanding may evolve over time as they re�ne their mental models of their goal, the system, the
data, etc. [5]—which creates room for the system to make choices that do not serve the user well. In general, irrelevant
information or poorly aligned ideas that are surfaced by the LLM might be an annoyance but are easily disregarded.
However, what is not surfaced by the LLM can cause much larger issues. If the user uses a summary to quickly check
for concerns about drug interaction, and the summary does not include all the relevant information, then that may
put a patient at risk. Automated meeting minutes or course evaluation summaries may leave out important minority
viewpoints, and then those viewpoints will be lost to everyone who only looks at the summary.

We need ways of identifying the missing at task-time. In the following, we lay out some more speci�c ideas of how
to go about this for the speci�c contexts of summarization and ideation tasks, and then pose a broader question of how
one can know what voices are being included and excluded. And regardless of the speci�c approaches instantiated in
a given scenario, the interfaces and work�ows must minimize the impact of AI choices that are misaligned with the
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user’s needs [7] so as to minimize the inconvenience or even harm that could come to users contextually evaluating
new AI tools instead of continuing to use existing systems.

4.1 Missing Information in Summarization

We begin with the case of summarization. In the summarization context, we do have a precise notion of the complete
information: it is all of the documents or sources that the user has provided to the LLM to summarize. Thus, de�ning
what has been left out is relatively clear: it is all the information that is in the complete set of documents that is
not included in the summary. In the case of extractive summaries, where the summary is literally made of pieces of
the original documents, this is very straightforward; for other types of summaries, this is more challenging but still
something we can attempt.

The question is, of all the things that we know have been left out by the summary, what may have been left out
inappropriately? Only the human during task time can fully answer that question, given their context and goals, and
yet the full information is too large for someone to go through and check.

One approach is to summarize what has been left out, with the goal of helping the user e�ciently identify information
that they might have wanted but the original summary did not include. Given that the system could be con�dently
wrong in what it chooses to include in the original summary as well as the summary of what was left out, the designer
must consider how to help the user notice and recover from when the system is con�dently wrong [7].

Another approach to handling the information not used in the summary could be to apply ways to at least organize
and render it so users are more likely to notice and discern the latent invariants and dimensions of variation present
within the left-out data. The Variation Theory [9] of human concept learning suggests that this can help a human
develop robust accurate mental models of the object of learning, i.e., what has been left out of the system’s summary.

Alternatively, rather than as unclustered items organized and rendered by latent dimensions of variation, one could
cluster the data, so that the user can review left out data cluster by cluster. But note that both the dimensions of variation
approach and the clustering approach may anchor on clusters or latent dimensions of variation that privilege aspects of
the data that are not the most relevant for the user performing the task in their context. AI recommendations can help
prioritize the information that the user is more likely to determine as important missing information, and down-weight
what is more likely to be irrelevant, which may help the user as long as the AI is not con�dently wrong.

Additionally, we can allow the user to slice the missing by various computational criteria: the most common missing
information (e.g., the largest clusters), the missing information least correlated with information in the summary (based
on various information criteria), and the most rare missing information (the end of the long tail). We can provide views
based on the type of language or other features as well. If we have a sense of common tasks that the summaries are
often used for, we can use those tasks as proxies to elevate missing information most relevant to those tasks, in hopes
that they might also be the missing information that the user is most keen to check.

4.2 Missing Information in Ideation

Both summarization and ideation can output lists: lists of the most relevant information and lists of the most relevant
ideas for some imperfectly speci�ed goal, respectively. However, the key di�erence is that in the summarization case,
we have a clear sense of what is being left out, while in ideation, it is less clear how to imagine what ideas are being
included and what ideas are being excluded.

Despite this challenge, we still believe there are opportunities here to highlight to the user what kinds of ideas
may be included or excluded by a particular LLM. In particular, we can still imagine grouping ideas and trying to
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categorize them by types. While each ideation task will be unique—and thus, require validation at task-time—there
may be invariants and emergent dimensions of variation that, if explicitly called out, could help the user (1) recognize
additional missing points along the existing dimensions of variation as well as (2) imagine dimensions of variation that
do not exist yet by trying to come up with alternatives for what has been invariant so far in the generated ideas.

From a more technical perspective, we can recall also that the outputs of the LLM—all of the ideas—can be described
by embeddings. One form of missingness might be to consider embeddings that lie in the span of the generated ideas but
were not themselves included by the LLM in the list. It would be interesting to explore ways in which the embeddings
themselves can provide ways to identify what is missing. Given that these embeddings which may or may not re�ect
what the user cares about given their context, allowing for these embeddings to be user-steerable at task time is likely a
key component of developing AI systems that are indeed found useful during contextual evaluation.

Alternatively, system outputs could be clustered by notions of risk, cost, fun, or value to certain constituencies
to reveal what types of ideas are more or less supported as common by the LLM. By categorizing the ideas that are
produced, and by suggesting some types of ideas that are not produced, the system may be able to provide an anchor
for the user to identify valuable ideas that the LLM may have left out. The utility, again would be a function of how
well these notions are captured (or can be captured, with user feedback during task time) by the LLM and made to
re�ect the user’s notions of them.

4.3 Missing Voices

So far, we have focused on what is missing from a summary or set of ideas mostly with an eye toward content, i.e.,
what categories of content are not included in a summary and what categories of content are left out of a generated set
of ideas. But an important category of missing is that of missing voices. This is especially important in the context
of leaving out information or opportunities that are relevant to marginalized communities, and we also increasingly
understand that di�erent settings will have di�erent notions of how voices may group themselves.

For certain common types of categories, such as culture or political leaning, one may be able to use other text to at
least classify the ideas and information. In doing so, one could highlight that perhaps the summary includes voices
from a certain group and not others, or that the ideas all share certain similarities. To some extent, categorizing the
style of the writing may serve as a proxy for certain types of groups.

That said, an approach like the above will be imperfect. Even when subgroups of interest are reasonably clearly
de�ned, such as by gender or race, it may not be possible to accurately make those determinations based on just the
text provided. Not everyone from one community writes in a particular way, nor can we always accurately identify
whether a certain fact will be relevant to a certain community or another. Moreover, the relevant communities may
vary signi�cantly between settings. For example, in a classroom context, if a tool is summarizing student inputs in
real-time, we may want to know whether that tool is privileging those within the major over those from other majors,
perhaps intersected with some other characteristic.

5 CONCLUSION

The need for task-time human evaluation (and possible corrective feedback or tuning in the moment) has always existed
with AI systems, but with prior AI systems, signi�cant evaluation could be done in advance. The advent of large-surface
AIs with applicability to user-context-dominated tasks has created a need for interactive, task-time evaluation of AI
outputs. In this work, we focused on several speci�c applications: using LLMs for summarization and for ideation. In
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both of these cases, the tasks are not completely speci�ed (e.g., what exactly is the summary or set of ideas for?) nor are
the user’s particular context, preferences, values etc. fully observable (nor will they ever be).

For very speci�c use cases, such as using LLMs to produce summaries of clinical notes for a particular hospital
department, we can imagine that with su�cient testing and design iteration, one could become con�dent that the
outputs of the LLM summaries can be trusted. However, for the very many situations in which LLMs are being used,
will be used that do not have such a clear, repetitive nature—even di�erent public comments may have very di�erent
types of text—it is highly unlikely that we will be able to certify an LLM as being a “good” summarizer or idea generator
in advance.

This observation motivated our call for AI and HCI researchers to develop best practices for a (responsible) contextual
evaluation that can become a new gold standard for evaluating these foundation models in both �elds: one that presumes
that the system will be imperfect, and provides the user the tools to vet the quality of the AI system’s outputs at
task-time, that is, in the context of their speci�c task and leverage that AI—with a better understanding of what it is
underrepresenting and what it is missing—to still get farther towards what they want as a �nal outcome than they
could have on their own. In the context of summarization and ideation, we expanded on how this user assistance would
involve helping the user e�ciently and e�ectively understand what information and ideas have been included and
what has been excluded. Other uses of large surface models may have di�erent qualities, but will share this quality of
needing tools to help the user evaluate the output in the context of their speci�c task.
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